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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

The Active Dad

For the dad who likes to keep moving with all the right gear to take his workouts to the next level…

WILEY X WX VALOR: One should never underestimate the need for eye protection especially for extended trips 
under the sun. These lightweight, high-tech frames give dad the ultimate in eyewear thanks to a slew of features 
from 100% UVA/UVB protection to shatterproof, ANSI-rated ballistic defense. 

25 FATHER’S DAY GIFTS FOR HIS EVERYDAY CARRY 2021

Quick heads up: Father’s Day is coming 
up in just a couple of weeks on June 20th. 
If you need help picking out the perfect 
gift for him, we’ve got you covered. In this 
gift guide, we’ve got 25 practical everyday 
carry gift ideas fit for every kind of dad. 
You’re bound to find something that’s 
right up his alley, whether he spends 
his time crushing it while working from 
home, needs help rounding out workout 
essentials for the house, or takes down 
his DIY project backlog in his spare time. 
Whatever he’s into, he deserves the best 
gear to do it, and we’ve rounded it all up 
in this guide.

https://www.wileyx.com
https://everydaycarry.com/cool-practical-fathers-day-gifts-2021
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CHVAL06 
F:  MATTE BLACK
L:  SMOKE GREY / CLEAR /
 LIGHT RUST

CHVAL08
F:  MATTE BLACK
L:  POLARIZED SMOKE GREY  

BLACK OPS  

CHVAL01 
F:  MATTE BLACK
L:  SMOKE GREY 

BLACK OPS  

Whether you’re shooting indoors at the range, or outdoors on the range, the ballistic-rated WX Valor stands up to 
its name with bold style and fearless spirit. Available in single, two, and three-lens kits, you can adapt your eyewear 
needs to each unique environment and lighting condition with a quick switch of lenses. We applied a sleek, modern 
design to a durable, semi-rimless frame, incorporating subtle lines and curves to rubber-tipped temples for a 
secure and comfortable fit with sporty flair. https://www.wileyx.com/wx-valor

WX VALOR

CHVAL07 
F:  MATTE BLACK
L:  SMOKE GREY / CLEAR

ANSI Z87.1 BALLISTIC RX READY BLACK OPS

https://www.wileyx.com
https://www.wileyx.com/wx-valor
https://www.wileyx.com/wx-ovation
https://www.wileyx.com/wx-valor

